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UK1 Training Programme 
 

Date: 3rd – 4th October 2015 

Venue:   Ranelagh School  

 

UK1 training enabled the team to:   

 Meet leader and group - identify aims and hopes 

 Familiarise the team with the destination country  

 Plan the expedition itinerary   

 Create an expedition kit list  

 Raise awareness of health and safety issues pertinent to an overseas expedition   

 Talk about the aims and objectives of the expedition   

 Create a code of conduct for the team   

Over the weekend, the team did an excellent job researching and planning the itinerary 

coming up with a variety of options.  There were of course some differences in what 

people wanted to do and compromises had to be made, but the team resolved them 

democratically through discussion and then taking a vote.  

 

  



 

 

UK2 Training Weekend  

Date: 19th – 22nd March 2016 
Location: Various campsites in the Brecon Beacons 

 
UK 2 training enabled the team to:  

 Experience a mini expedition, designed to reflect the main challenge in their itinerary  

 Opportunity to push boundaries and test strengths or realise weaknesses 

 Start practising transport and accommodation checks with the group. 

 Money management through food shopping / transport arrangements 

 Introduction to and practical use of group kit i.e. tents, stoves (safety brief)  

 Discuss expedition contract / team behaviour 

 Revisit group roles 

 Discuss medical kit, satellite communication, safety kit  

 Discuss expedition fitness 

 Environmental and cultural awareness 

 Introduction to navigation  

 First aid lessons and scenarios and stretcher carry / evacuation plan 

 Develop experience of reviewing and reflection 

 Undertake preliminary interviews with each member of the team 

 
On the morning of the training, we met at the school and everyone immediately got stuck into 

checking group equipment and sorting out personal kit.  Some of the students had minimal 

warm gear but they were insistent that they had packed sufficiently. I was dubious but had 

packed extra warm clothes for students just in case. This is partly what the UK2 is about and 

by the end of the weekend the students will have a much better idea whether their kit is 

suitable.  

 

The coach arrived at our campsite Cantref Farm at about 15:00.  We sorted out roles and 

responsibilities and then walked to the camping field.  The campsite was a wild camp with no 

facilities and we had unfortunately forgotten an essential piece of kit…the shovel. Thankfully, 

the farmer lent us a spade but even this wasn’t quite up to the job and was returned in two 

pieces. 

 

The group did very well organising the tents but it was a shame they didn’t crack on 

immediately with preparing food. When they finally decided to think about dinner they realised 

they didn’t have any cooking gas.  After a quick call to the other team leader, it turned out that 

the other team had both our shovel and all our gas! Fortunately they were not that far away 

so we did not have to wait too long to start cooking. Dinner was OK for a first time cooking on 

trangias, but I don’t think everyone is very keen on soya. 

 

It was a cold night in Wales and I think everyone quickly realised they needed more layers.  

Bolivia would be just as cold, if not colder, so this was great preparation for the team.  The 

following morning, Lauren was not feeling well so we changed our plan and walked to the next 

campsite.  From here the team walked into Brecon and set about their challenges of finding 



 

gas, buying food and researching the prices and logistics of travelling back to school using 

only public transport!  A challenging task but they will need to be able to do this a lot in Bolivia 

and in Spanish. 

 

Sadly Lauren was still feeling ill so needed to return home to rest. The next day we did our big 

day of walking. We covered roughly 18km up over Pen Y Fan and back down Fan Y Big.  It 

was a beautiful day and whilst it was hard the group pulled together and were proud of their 

achievement.   

 

The final day of the UK2 was packing up and chatting about kit, the logistics of build-up day 

and any other expedition details. 

 

A great mini-expedition and whilst some of the team realised they needed to improve their 

fitness, everyone felt ready and were raring to get going to Bolivia.   

 

  



 

Introduction 

On the 9th July 2016, two teams of students from Ranelagh School met to start the final 

preparations for their expedition to Bolivia. The expedition had been in the planning for some 

18 months and the group had worked very hard to get to this stage participating in a number 

of training and fundraising events. They had completed both a UK1 itinerary planning 

weekend, a Travelwise health and hygiene course as well as the UK2 mini-expedition; four 

days of hiking in the Brecon Beacons to test their equipment, their fitness and learn how to 

work as a team on expedition.  

After all this preparation, it was now time for the team to say goodbye to family and depart 

from the UK on the trip of a lifetime! 

 

Overview of the Expedition 
written by Angie White (Expedition Leader) 

 

Travel to La Paz 

 

After checking all our equipment, counting our funds for the month and picking a leader for the 

day we set off for Heathrow airport and our flight to Bolivia. Due to the Olympics we needed 

to fly via Bogota, Colombia with a long transit. The day in the lounge was OK considering the 

time we spent there. It had lovely showers, plenty of tea and coffee and masses of sandwiches. 

Our time here wasn’t wasted as the team discussed roles and responsibilities and even fit in 

another mini Travel-wise workshop to remind themselves about how to stay safe and healthy 

on expedition.  It was a long day and we were feeling tired as we got on the plane to La Paz, 

but we were excited and feeling ready for Bolivia. 

 

Arrival in La Paz was very straightforward with only a small delay as people who had slept on 

the plane still had their immigration forms to fill in.  We were amazed (and grateful) that all the 

bags had arrived – yippee! We collected them and headed out of the small airport and into the 

very cold, 3am air. I say air, but at 4000m there wasn’t much of it to go around and the effects 

could immediately be felt as we breathed much more deeply than usual.   

 

It was wonderful to be met by our booked coach transport on time and whisked away off the 

plateau and down into La Paz city centre and our bed for the remainder of the night. 

 

Our accommodation, Hostel Muzungu, was basic but friendly.  The team organized their rooms 

and even assessed the fire risk and evacuation routes which was really impressive after 36 

hours of travel.  The Travelwise refresher in Bogota must have stuck in their mind. It was about 

4am before we got to bed. 

 

On our first day in country everyone was feeling exhausted.  The plan was to take the day 

slowly, allowing us to catch up on sleep and for our bodies to acclimatize to the high altitude.  

Some members managed the 10am breakfast, others slept on through.  By midday the team 

were up and awake (well at least up and walking about). We held a meeting and then went in 

search of food and to our have our first glimpses of La Paz by daylight.  After a late lunch the 

team set about completing various tasks for our next phase at Lake Titicaca. Everything 

seemed like a big extra effort due to the altitude, despite this the team did a great job booking 



 

the excursion to Lake Titicaca. There was still lots to sort out like our accommodation and 

transport, but at this altitude slowly, slowly is key.  

 

 

Lake Titicaca 

 

The team’s accommodation managers had 

done a fantastic job. We were booked into 

the most amazing hotel with stunning 

panoramic views of the lake.  Most of the 

afternoon was spent simply relaxing and 

having a spot of lunch. Our bodies were still 

acclimatising and many of the team were 

suffering with headaches, so it was 

important to rest with just some gentle 

exercise.   

 

 

In our first restaurant the food was OK, but I think having such a large group enter and order 

had surprised the staff. The meal took a long time due to the amount of orders, but no one 

seemed to mind and just enjoyed the environment we were in. The afternoon was spent 

discussing how the roles had gone so far and if any improvements could be made.  After 

agreeing on some improvements, they went off in small groups to explore Copacabana and 

to make some bookings. Copacabana is a relaxed place with friendly locals and lots of little 

bars and cafes. An ideal spot for some R&R. 

 

The girls did a great job finding food and booking an excursion to the famous floating islands 

of Lake Titicaca.  We had a great tea in a cosy café with lovely views of the lake. During the 

meal, Carl demonstrated some good potential parenting skills by stopping a 2 year old local 

boy making a dash for the exit and returning him to his parents.  

 

Everyone went to bed still feeling exhausted wishing our bodies would acclimatize faster.  The 

second day on the lake, we woke to glorious blue skies and the shimmering lake.  In the UK 

a room with a view like this would cost a fortune. In Bolivia…less than £10. 

 

The boat tour to the floating islands was a relaxing way to spend the morning. The islands are 

made from totora reeds and provide home, sustenance and transport for their occupants the 

Uros tribe who were apparently around well before the Incan civilization that came and went.  

It was a bit touristy, but gave the team a nice glimpse into the island life of these people. 

 

The team decided to split into smaller groups for lunch and went off to find their chosen spots 

for food. We had a fabulous, fresh, locally-caught trout and were very happy with our choice. 

Some others were not quite so lucky with their choices and wish they had scouted out a few 

more options before settling.  

 



 

The team’s bargaining skills are getting 

very good and they were able to get the 

hotel at 2014 prices by showing them the 

old Lonely Planet. After being sure we had 

somewhere booked, we got on the bus 

back to La Paz which took 5 hours. The 

road was windy and slow, but at least the 

driver was safe, which in Bolivia is all you 

can ask for. The roads and other drivers 

are unbelievable. If you think the M25 at 

rush hour is bad, take a trip to La Paz. It 

will seem like a country lane in 

comparison. 

 

We had dinner in the hostel that night. Again the group negotiated a good deal for the team 

and the food was tasty.  After eating we quickly held our evening meeting and were looking 

forward to the next phase of the expedition. Still exhausted we headed off for an early night. 

 

Moving into the next phase, the team had a day sorting out acclimatisation treks and the bus 

transport.  They worked hard but were still not learning from their mistakes; for example not 

taking down the hostel address and just relying on a large circle on the map, leaving money-

belts on the table instead of hidden on themselves or waiting to be told to do their 

responsibilities.  It was still early days and despite all of this I still felt they were doing really 

well. 

 

In the afternoon we went on a tour of the city but again the team had left the Lonely Planet in 

the hostel so we did not really know what there was to see or where to go.  What we did see 

though was plenty of riot police!  As we got closer to the Plaza Septembre we saw there were 

TV cameras and apparently the President was in residence! 

  

The cathedral was beautiful and the team sat there for a while taking in the atmosphere. They 

organised the food for their travel day and then had a meeting about what they needed to take 

with them for the next eight days to the south of the country.  The food group had bought 

plenty of empanadas for dinner.  Empanandas are kind of the S.American equivalent of 

Cornish pasties. They are pastry based, and could be filled with a variety of ingredients from 

spicy beef, cheese, corn or whatever the cook decided to put inside.   

 

Everyone agreed to come back to Hostel Muzungu when they returned to La Paz and I don’t 

blame them. With such fantastic views and a great breakfast it really does feel like home to 

some of them. 

 

 

Travelling south – La Paz to Oruro to Uyuni. 

 

The team organised a bus to Oruro. There seems to be a common theme on buses in 

S.America,  #1) that the temperature gauge is wildly out of control (ours was way too warm)  

and 2#) dreadful films that you could not avoid with terrible, crackling speakers. It took 3 hours 

to get to Oruro. When we got there we were told it was still 1 hour walk to the train station, so 



 

we dashed across the bus station to commandeer two micra-buses. The drivers were great 

and stayed together.  

 

We arrived at the station with an hour before departure so sorted out water and some food for 

the journey. The team did a good job and we had plenty to eat – an important factor on long 

journeys! The train was brilliant and relatively comfy, apart from the depressing movies again. 

It took 7 hours but the time passed quickly as we played games, ate and slept.   

 

We arrived in to Uyuni at 21:45. The hostel was OK, definitely not the best, but adequate for 

our team. Unfortunately upon getting to the hostel Marcus realised he had left some stuff on 

the train. It wasn’t until the morning though when he realised just how much he had left. We 

went to the Police Station but nothing had been handed in and I could not obtain a police 

report. Apparently you need to go to La Paz or Oruro for reports, so will need to stop by on 

our way back north in a few days. Marcus was not the only one to lose kit as Lucy also 

managed to lose a few prized possessions. 

 

 

The Salt Flats of Uyuni 

 

Today we were heading out onto the vast salt flats of Uyuni. A massive expanse of blindingly 

white salt, easily visible on a quick scan of Bolivia on Google Earth.  We were picked up in 

and taking photos. Much of the day was spent doing this on the salt flats, however we also 

visited the train graveyard (rusting steam trains) and a few over sites dotted around the flats.  

We had a fantastic review on the salt flats whilst the sun was setting. Dinner was great, and 

we thought it was amazing what the cook can produce on her own for a group like ours. The 

Hostel Maya was lovely and unique in that the beds were made out of salt! The view out of 

the window was special too, overlooking the salt flats. 

 

 

The next day most of the team made the effort to get up at 6am to watch the sun rise. It was 

a cold and early start, but totally worth it.  After breakfast we hopped back in our jeeps and 

went to a cave where we saw some petrified fossils. It was a remarkably un-touristy site as 

places like this can often become. After that we went on to the Inca Mirador, a hill in the middle 

of the salt flats that was originally an old Incan settlement.  The views from here were great.  

Our guide for the Mirador was a very friendly dog that kindly showed us around but then 

worryingly followed our jeeps as we headed off into the middle of the salt flats!  It was only 

when the driver really put his foot down that we lost him. I’m sure he made it back to the hill. 



 

 

Lunch was great. After lunch we went to the salt hotel. A hotel built entirely of salt; salt walls, 

salt tables salt beds, you get the gist. It was a bit run down and not really worth a visit but still 

interesting to see. We then headed back to Uyuni to finish up the 2-day tour. We were dropped 

off at the Cactus Cafe where the jeep travel agency is based.  

 

Miranda, the lady from the agency, was brilliant. We had told her about our lost items on the 

train and she accompanied us to the police station. As it is often is, I knew it was going to be 

a nightmare process even with the help of Miranda. In total we spent about 2 hours in a 

freezing cold station with a very grumpy policeman who kept saying “Manana, manana” - you 

have to come back tomorrow.  Fortunately Miranda knew the game and was not put off by his 

laziness. She has a lot of friends in town and despite the policeman locking up and walking 

out of the station at one point, he was called back and ordered to file the report we needed for 

insurance.  Due to Miranda’s help and for being so lovely we thought we should repay the 

favour and eat at her restaurant. It was a little out of our budget but she agreed to do something 

within our finances. The cafe was great and I would highly recommend it. 

  

From Uyuni we were heading towards Sucre. To save time and some money on 

accommodation we opted for a night bus. What can I say about this night bus? DON’T DO IT! 

They are not all like this, however maybe this one was cursed for us.  Early on in the trip a 

local man got on and started having a go at us. He wanted to see our tickets and after showed 

them to him, he took them and left.  Thankfully he did come back and we were all shuffled 

around and put in our correct allocated seats. An awkward process once started, of kicking 

out the person in your allocated seat, who then goes and kicks out the person in their allocated 

seat, who then kicks out…etc etc.   

 



 

The bus journey was a 7 hour roller coaster with one person having tummy problems and at 

the same time another person having a nose bleed. Messy!  Andy’s chair back refused to stay 

upright and kept unexpectedly dropping fully backwards much to the annoyance of the woman 

behind who had a serious sense of humour failure.   

 

And finally our one and loo break was behind the bus on the side of the road. Thank goodness 

it was a night bus and there’s not much traffic on the Altiplano. Not a journey to be 

recommended, but thankfully we survived and rolled into Sucre bus station at 5am vowing to 

never do that again. 

  

  

Sucre 

 

Like most city bus stations around the world, Sucre bus station in the early hours is not 

pleasant at all.  We sat there until 6am with some strange man who kept staring at us.  Once 

it became light enough to see down the street and we were sure the hostel would be open, 

we quickly walked to our planned accommodation which took about 45min. The hostel was 

OK but if there was a fire I was concerned about the evacuation routes so suggested that the 

team look for another.  After a bit of flicking through the Lonely Planet and a walk, the team 

booked us into a lovely hostel with great staff and nicely within the budget. 

 

The team enjoyed their time in Sucre.  They 

visited the church on the hill which had 

an amazing view over the entire city and also 

wandered around the museum to find out 

more about the Sucre and the region.  They 

checked out some restaurants for lunch and of 

course did some shopping.  Sucre is such a 

relaxing place compared to La Paz and was a 

welcome respite from the many days moving 

in jeeps and night buses. 

 

 

 

Sucre – The Acclimatisation Trek 

 

We were in Sucre to do an acclimatization trek before our main challenge. It was important 

that we gave our bodies enough time to get used to the altitude but also trekking at this height.  

It was also a great chance to see the region surrounding Sucre and had chosen to do a trek 

visiting the Maragua crater which still had fossilized dinosaur footprints. 

 

At 6am we walked in to the Condortrekkers office.  A not-for-profit organization run by locals 

and overseas volunteers where reportedly 100% of the profits are invested into the 

communities that the treks hike through and social projects within Sucre. 

     

The bus that was to drive us to the trailhead was not big so we had to leave some more of our 

kit at the office. This probably wasn’t a bad thing as we were going to have to carry it.  The 

drive to the start of the trek was about 1.5 hours.  



 

 

We arrived at the village of Chataquila where we were treated to a great breakfast to start us 

on our way. After filling up, we walked for 2 hours downhill following the ancient Incan route. 

It was absolutely stunning!  Our guides were three women; two Bolivians and a Swiss lady 

who were brilliant and very knowledgeable about the area were walking in. We had negotiated 

a bus to support us on the hike which turned out to be a good decision due to some of the 

student’s still feeling ill and exhausted. 

 

 

The group walked well and kept a steady pace. After lunch we crossed a swing bridge gingerly 

one by one and then started on the next challenge, 1.5 hours of uphill.  Everyone coped well 

with it but poor Will was not feeling well and the only option for us was to keep going. There 

was a narrow path cutting across the hillside, but the team proved to be really competent on 

steep ground and handled it excellently.  I think our UK2 training really paid off! 

 

We arrived at Maragua at 6pm. The group were tired but happy to reach there and were proud 

of how the day had gone. They also felt relieved that the trek was not as challenging (or they 

coped with it much better) than they had expected. A very good achievement for them. 

 

The cabins we were to stay at were beautiful, well-built and warm, with comfy beds and plenty 

of blankets. Our lovely guides prepared our dinner; it was delicious and there was so much of 

it. Tom kindly helped the guides set the table for us all to enjoy the meal together. 

 

The second day of trek was much easier as we walked to see the dinosaur foot prints.  These 

were pretty impressive and amazing to think that these huge creatures had at one time been 

walking where we were stood. The walk to the footprints was again beautiful and the guides 

were very informative telling us about the local people, their culture and the geology.  It was 

really nice gesture to see that after lunch our guides passed the leftover food to the villagers. 

The children who we saw were polite and didn't just dive in to the food and eat it, but instead 

took it home to share with their families. When we arrived at that night’s cabins, the team split 

into smaller groups; one went shopping, another helped cook and another washed up. 

 

Next day we had lunch back at the Condor Trek Cafe which was huge. Some spent the rest 

of the day sightseeing and others shopping. As the day was coming to close, we picked up 

our packs and walked the 30mins to the bus station. Everyone liked Sucre - it was a relaxed 

place. 



 

 

This overnight bus was a million times better than the last one. We all had comfortable seats 

(that didn’t fall back unexpectedly) but reclined horizontally almost into a bed. The bus had a 

loo (working!) and made one proper stop. It left at 7.45pm and arrived at 8.15am the next 

morning but thankfully most were able to sleep most of the way through. 

 

Arriving into La Paz, it was a bit of a chaotic but we managed to negotiate four taxis to the 

hostel with the help of the tourist office. 

 

 

La Paz and project 

 

The day before the project the team finalized a few arrangements for later in their expedition 

and then went out to eat. The other team was booked into our hostel too so everyone was 

excited to share stories about the upcoming trek and how their trip had gone too far. 

 

We didn't have long with the other team though because both teams had stuff to do. 

After speaking to Mark and Karen about the trek I called Jon from Bolivia Mountains and asked 

if we could adapt our trek to make it more suitable for our team.  The cold temperatures and 

time spent at altitude was particularly draining so I hoped to shorten the distances each day.  

After seeing that it was possible, Andy and I had a ‘one to one’ with the teams and everyone 

stated that they were happy with the way the expedition was going so far. 

 

The following day, Emma from the project came to pick us up and we travelled in a convoy of 

taxis to the suburbs of La Paz. The campsite was amazing; it had a stunning view perched 

over the Valley of Flowers.  The shower blocks were very clean too which was a blessing after 

some of the hostels we had been to. 

 

Up Close Bolivia, our project organisers had 

prepared a delicious lunch for us. Later in the 

afternoon we started to prepare for our project; 

working alongside local students to paint an 

educational mural in their community.  The basis 

of the mural was decided upon through 

discussion with the local students and issues 

which affect both the local students and the 

British students. The final design was to be 

validated by community leaders before being 

painted on the wall.  

 

The teams split into three groups and had to write down what they knew about Bolivia. They 

then had to write down questions to ask the students and finally they had to prepare three 

presentations; one about daily life, one about traditions and the final one, teaching a sport. 

 

On Monday we walked to the school. The morning was spent exchanging the information we 

had prepared and increasing the awareness of each other’s culture. It was a fun morning, 

swapping this information and learning new things. The team learnt how to greet Bolivians in 



 

three different ways – two of which involved kissing! They learnt a traditional Bolivian dance 

which I have to say the boys did great at. 

 

Our students taught their students about rugby and rounders.  It too was going well until it 

went too well and the rounders ball went flying over the fence. The practical rounder’s session 

became a theory session on rounders, which quickly became a football tournament. I would 

not say there was the fairest division of players as both the girls and boys got fully involved. 

There was some surprisingly good footwork from many players and even quite a few good 

shots saved. 

 

We walked back to the camp and had lunch then went for a walk in the Valley of Flowers to 

explore a little.  It was hot and the walk back up was quite a challenge.  On the way we met 

the sweetest of kids who told us all about his two little kittens. He basically lives in a makeshift 

tent by the side of the river; a real eye opener on just how tough life can be for others, but also 

just how resilient people can be. 

 

In the evening we had jacket potatoes 

cooked on the fire. It was a welcome change 

from pasta despite a light charring. We 

chatted about the project and while 

everyone said they enjoyed the experience 

some were a bit disappointed they were not 

working so directly with little children. I did 

have a chat with Rachel and asked if she 

could arrange a trip to a school with younger 

children and she said she would see what 

she could do. We had a good review and 

cleared up a few issues mostly about jobs 

and distribution of roles. 

 

On the 3rd day on project, our team along with the Bolivian students designed a lovely mural 

based on the cultural exchange they had had. They did really well and came up with some 

great ideas.  After that our team found a new ball and finished off the rounders lesson. The 

Bolivians loved it, especially when our boys were a bit over zealous with the batting. After the 

rounders they had also arranged a scavenger hunt with various challenges which was great 

fun and really enjoyed it. 

 

The afternoon was spent in La Paz Zoo, or 

more accurately La Paz wildlife rescue center 

as most of the animals had been rescued and 

had a variety of back stories.  The displays 

were tastefully done and nice to see.  

 

That evening everyone was exhausted and 

we still had a few sick people. Life at altitude 

can be energy sapping. To recover a little we 

went out for pizza. Everyone enjoyed not 

having to cook that evening and meeting the 



 

interesting owner.   People were straining to listen to him, but still couldn’t understand what 

he was saying despite having a few Spanish speakers in the group. It wasn’t until I pointed 

out that he was in fact speaking Italian and not Spanish that the team realized what was going 

on. 

 

Next day on project the students worked really well on the murals with impressive results.  We 

had an ‘aphtapi' which is a sharing of food. We made chocolate rice crispy cakes (or at least 

a version of it considering the lack of familiar ingredients) and flap jacks. The Bolivians brought 

chicken sandwiches, crisps, eggs and fruit.  It really was lovely experience.  After the 

exchange of food, the team finished off their murals. They look fantastic! 

 

 

In the evening we went out for dinner again. I think we made the owner’s day as he gave us 

each a free dessert. His little boy served us and he was a real cutie. 

 

The last day on project was fun. The team played dodgeball with the local students. The 

Bolivian rules are not as tight as ours and basically anything goes. After the games, we then 

swapped presents.  This was unexpected so it was a real shame no one thought to bring little 

gifts from the UK. We were a little unsure of what gifts to get and in our location outside of La 

Paz there wasn’t many suitable shops. The Bolivians gave us some beautiful presents, but 

the team took their time and made thoughtful cards too. They have also promised to send 

something when they get home (so don’t forget!).  The team also swapped Facebook 

addresses which I know the Bolivians would be over the moon if they got a reply and perhaps 

some photos. Hint hint! 

 

We then had some strange traditional food which was corn, cheese and cinnamon wrapped 

in a banana leaf and steamed. It was interesting! 

  

Overall it was a great project and I think both Bolivians and our team benefited from the 

exchange. 

 

 



 

The Main Trek 

 

The day before trek was a busy day. Everyone was involved getting organizing our supplies 

and equipment for the big trek. It was also Josh’s 18th birthday so a small team set about make 

arrangements for that celebration too.  I had to take another trip to the tourist police station 

and as I suspected it was hardwork.  At first, they will ignore you for roughly 10 minutes. It is 

as if you are invisible.  Once they “saw” us, we were instructed to go away and get a copy of 

the student’s passport. When we came back we were then sent away to get a copy of my 

passport, each time they literally ignore you for the first 10min of arriving. It’s like you are 

invisible. We finally made it through the ordeal and got the report we needed for insurance 

claims.  

Some of the students went to a very expensive shop to buy a knife for chopping vegetables 

on the trek but came back with a very inappropriate blade.  I instructed them to take it back, 

but the shop refused to give them their money back so instead exchanged it for five tent 

pegs…five very expensive tent pegs. 

 

In the evening we went out for Josh’s birthday to a Cuban restaurant.  It was delicious and 

everyone ate well. Back at the hostel, the team had arranged a big birthday cake and a lovely 

present. 

 

On the morning of the trek, the bus 

picked us up at 10.30am and whisked 

us away to our first camp at Ajwani 

Guta at 13.30. It's a beautiful place and 

there was a hut that we could use for 

cooking and eating in. As mentioned 

earlier, we had decided to be driven 

direct to our campsite rather than 

walking in to our campsite. It was good 

chance for the team to get comfortable 

and do a smaller local hike to 

acclimatize to the new altitude. 

 

Lunch was later than planned and 

everyone was starving. Afterwards we went for a walk around the lake. The camp is at 4500m 

so we decided to take it easy and just enjoyed the views.  Back at camp some of the team 

made flap jacks for the following day; a great idea and very tasty. Andy and I offered to cook 

for the team and we made a veggie Shepherd’s Pie. Delicious if I say so myself! 

 

That night the stars were amazing. At 4500m there is little in the way to spoil the view and 

there was hardly a piece of sky without stars.  Absolutely mesmerising!  

 

 

On the second day of trek. 

 

It was a tough day. The route was essentially moving from the top of one valley of the spur 

and into the next parallel valley. On this day we climbed over two 4800m passes. Despite the 

altitude everyone did really well and were supportive of each other. The girls in particular did 



 

fantastically especially as on the build up to the trek they had expressed nervousness about 

the trek.  

 

To ensure we didn’t go too fast we had assigned 

front pacers. Lucy did this today and took her 

place at the front and doing another excellent job 

and keeping a nice steady pace for the team. It 

was important that we did this as we can quickly 

get out of breath in the thin air.  Despite moving 

slowly we still had to wait about 40min for the 

ponies that were carrying our bags and tents 

before we could set up the campsite for the night. 

 

It was another windy but stunningly beautiful campsite nestled under the mountains. Everyone 

was in a good mood and the food team did an excellent job preparing a great dinner and lunch 

for the next day. It was probably some of the best teamwork I have seen so far on the 

expedition and was impressed that when faced with a task in a challenging condition was able 

to step up to it. 

 

That night was another cold night but everyone slept better (probably as a result of all the 

hiking and good dinner). Juri Guta was a beautiful campsite and we were able to cook in a 

small house which gave us a bit of respite from the cold and bitterness of the wind. 

 

3rd day 

The third day into the trek and it had been another cold night. The sky is light but the sun still 

hasn’t made it up above the valley sides yet and we were looking forward to feeling its warmth 

to help us wake up.  Today we had a 5000m pass to conquer. The team took it slowly with a 

few breaks to rest. They coped really well with the pass and everyone was really proud of their 

achievements to get to the top of the pas and see the other side. We of course stopped and 

took some celebratory photos to remember the moment. 



 

 

The route down the other side was cutting across a steep, scree slope.  The team are very 

confident on steep ground and have good footwork so made easy work of it. It was was just 

as well as if they weren’t so confident this part of the route may have taken much longer. 

 

We arrived at the campsite which was at 4800m after 6 hours.  What a stunning camp with 

amazing views of the glacier – just a pity about the other people. The campsite is also the 

basecamp for starting up Mt Condoriri so had more people bustling around getting themselves 

ready or resting.  Until now we hadn’t seen any other tourists on the trek so this felt very busy.  

There was no hut here so tonight we only had the tent to sit in.  To say that it was very chilly 

is a massive understatement. I’m sure that it was at least minus 10 degrees Celsius. We woke 

to find that our water bottles had frozen solid in the tent! 

  

I phoned the “On-Call” team based in the UK to let them 

know that we had changed the route. We decided to walk 

directly to our final camp rather than another camp that 

would force us to do two long days of trekking.  The team 

had already challenged themselves and achieved a lot and 

this new route would let us walk past the glacier.  This was 

agreed by the team. 

 

Unfortunately one of the girls had started feeling more unwell so we decided to adapt the plan 

again and instead of camping for another night, spoke to our trekking agents and arranged for 

us to return to La Paz that evening.  Everybody was happy with the decision (warm, comfy 

beds and showers!) and walked quickly to the transport pickup point.  It was a good, 

challenging trek, but the altitude and freezing cold temperatures made it especially tough. 

 

We said “Goodbye” and “Thank you” to our guides Felix and Roberto who were brothers. They 

did an excellent job. 

 



 

The last few days in Bolivia 

 

The last few days were spent checking we still had all our kit and sightseeing around La Paz. 

The team decided on the cable car ride across the city and a visit to the cemetery.  It may 

sound a bit morbid but it was fascinating to see the variety of tombs and sculptures.  The cable 

car also gave spectacular views over the city. 

 

 

We went for our celebratory meal at La Luna, the team’s favorite restaurant.  The food is 

delicious and the guy who owns it is very sweet. Everyone was really tired after the trek and 

when we got back to the hostel Team 1 were also there. They were full of beans and itching 

to share their stories, whilst our team were shattered and mostly just washed and went to bed. 

 

On the very last day in Bolivia some people had a walk to the view point while others spent 

the afternoon shopping for any last minute souvenirs.  It felt like a really long day, however the 

team made the most of the pool tables and did not seem to mind the wait.  At 11.30 pm the 

bus came and picked us with up everyone keen to get to the airport.  We were the first in the 

queue.  Passport control was pretty slow but at least they were checking.  Despite having the 

same long transit in Bogota, the flight home seemed to fly by (no pun intended) compared with 

on the way out.  Everyone must be excited for getting home, seeing their loved ones and 

eating all the food they had ordered in their mid-expedition email. 

 

A really big well done and thank you to the team. Travelling together at such a high altitude 

for a month can be physically tiring, not including all the other stresses of travelling in a new 

country, organizing in a foreign language and living and working so closely with your 

classmates.  You have all done so fantastically well and I hope you have made many lasting 

memories that will stick with you for life! 

 

Angie White 

Expedition Leader 



 

 

 


